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Let B(N) be the bounded operators on a Hilbert space H. A linear subspace 
R C B(l-l) is said to be an operator system if I E Rand R is self-adjoint. Consider 
the category ‘fl of operator systems and completely positive linear maps. R in % 
is said to be inject& if given A C B, A, I3 E %, each map A - R extends to H. 
Then each inject& operator system is isomorphic to a conditionally complete 
(‘*-algebra. lnjectivr van Neumann algebras H arc characterized hy any one 
of the following: (I) a relative interpolation property, (2) a finite “projectivit!-” 
property, (3) letting &I,, ~~ &Cm), each map R + 1%’ C IV,,, has approximate 
factorizations R ---f M,, + N, (4) letting K be the orthogonal complement of an 
operator system N C Mm , each map M,,JK -.+ R has approsimatc factorizations 
M,,JK l M,, L R. Analogous characterizations are found for certain classes 
of C*-algebras. 
Classical functional analysis has continued to provide inspiration 
for developments in the theory of operator algebras. To cite a few 
examples, noncommutative analogs of the Radon-Nikodym theorem, 
Egoroff’s theorem, and the Stone-Weierstrass theorem have all 
played an important role in the recent literature (see [IO, 30, 31, 351). 
In this paper we shall consider Arveson’s generalization of the 
Hahn-Banach theorem [2], and its implications in the structure 
theory of operator algebras, and more generally, of linear spaces 
of operators. 
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For purposes of motivation, consider first the category of (real) 
Banach spaces and contractive mappings. A Banach space R is 
said to be injective provided each system of maps 
(1) 
may be completed to a commutative diagram. Thus the Hahn- 
Banach theorem states that the one dimensional space R is injective. 
The injective Banach spaces have been given a number of elegant 
characterizations. In particular, Goodner, Kelley, and Nachbin proved 
that a Banach space is injective if and only if it is linearly isometric 
to C(X), the bounded real continuous functions on a Stonean space 
X (see [3, 241). 
An analogous theory may be formulated for linear spaces of 
operators. An operator system is a self-adjoint linear space of operators 
on a Hilbert space which contains the identity operator (this should 
be distinguished from Kadison’s use of the term [19, 211, although 
both definitions are motivated by his “function systems”). The 
appropriate category consists of the operator systems together with 
the linear maps which are completely positive in the sense of [37]. 
The restriction to completely positive maps is justified by their 
relatively simple structure, and the fact that a unit-preserving 
complete order isomorphism between two unital C*-algebras must 
be an algebraic *-isomorphism (see the proof of Theorem 3.1; 
this is false for order isomorphisms). 
An operator system R is said to be injective provided one can 
always complete the corresponding diagrams (I). Arveson’s generaliza- 
tion of the Hahn-Banach theorem states that the full algebra B(H) 
of bounded operators on a Hilbert space H is an injective von 
Neumann algebra. From this it readily follows that an operator 
system RiB(H) is injective if and only if there is a completely 
positive projection of B(H) onto R. Hakeda and Tomiyama had 
earlier pointed out that for von Neumann algebras the latter property 
may be used to distinguish von Neumann algebras in much the 
same way as Schwartz’s Property P (see [I 2-14, 28, 36, 421). In 
particular, this observation showed that noninjective von Neumann 
algebras exist. 
Guided to some extent by the Banach space theory, we seek in 
this paper to characterize the injective operator systems and certain 
related C*-algebras. Our first result is that any injective operator 
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system is completely order isomorphic to a conditionally complete 
C*-algebra (Theorem 3.1). We next prove that if R is a a-weakly 
closed operator system, then to show R is injective, one need only 
verify (I) for M = M,,, , the m x m matrices (Theorem 3.4; one 
may also assume N to be in a small class of hyperplanes). Turning 
to von Neumann algebras, we prove that injectivity is equivalent 
to a “relative interpolation property” (Theorem 3.5). \Ve conclude 
Section 3 by illustrating how the latter is violated in a specific non- 
injective von Neumann algebra. 
A von Neumann algebra R C B(H) is said to be semidiscrete if 
the map 
R @ R’ ---f B(H): T @j r----t rr’ 
is norm-bounded. It was shown in [13] that such algebras must 
be injective. The converse is not known; in fact, it is not known 
if all hyperfinite von Neumann algebras have this property. It follows 
easily from [13] that R is semidiscrete if and only if the identity 
map R -j R has ‘(approximate factorizations” R +m MT1 +* R with 
q, Z/ completely positive and y a-weakly continuous. In Section 5 
we prove two similar characterizations for injectivity: (a) R is injective 
if and only if given an operator system NC M,,, , any u-weakly 
continuous completely positive map R + N has approximate fac- 
torizations R +a Mn +lL N, (b) R is injective if and only if for 
certain quotient operator systems M?,,/K, any completely positive 
map hf,,,/K --f R has approximate factorizations MJK ---ta M,, --tti R. 
The equivalence of (a) and (b) is related to the following “finite 
projectivity property”: R is injective if and only if each system of 
a-weakly continuous completely positive maps 
may be completed to a commutative diagram. These results are 
summarized in Theorem 5.4. 
We will show in a subsequent paper, that a unital C*-algebra A 
is nuclear (see [25]) if and only if the identity map A ---f A has point- 
norm approximate factorizations A + B!n + A. Equivalently, for 
each finite-dimensional operator system P, each completely positive 
map P + A has norm-approximate factorizations P ---f M,, -+ A. 
In Corollary 6.5 we prove that the latter is the case for P of the form 
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M,,,/K if and only if A has injective second dual (this is analogous 
to (b) above). We also show that the appropriate form of (a) determines 
the WEP C*-algebras of [25] (Corollary 6.3). These are known 
to be distinct classes of C*-algebras. 
The central technique in Sections 5 and 6 is to reduce extension 
problems for completely positive maps to those for positive linear 
functionals on suitable tensor products. Since the latter involve 
spaces which need not be operator systems, it has been necessary 
to study the more general “matrix ordered spaces.” These are of 
independent interest since, as Powers has shown, they arise naturally 
in the representation theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras [32]. 
Section 4 is devoted to the theory of these spaces and their tensor 
products. In particular, necessary and sufficient conditions are 
given in ‘Theorem 4.4 for a matrix ordered space to be an operator 
system (this is analogous to Kadison’s order-theoretic characterization 
of the function systems [ 19, 211). 
We conclude in Section 7 with three additional results. From 
‘l’heorem 3.1, each injective operator system NC M,,, must be a 
completely order isomorphic image of a finite direct sum of matrix 
algebras MTL1 @ ... 8 iQ!T,.k . In Section 7.1 vve characterize these 
complete order isomorphisms (this is a noncommutative analog of 
the Michael-Pelczynski description of the isometries from 1,” into 
I,,,” [29, Lemma 2.31). In Section 7.2 it is shown that the quotients 
M,,,/K often cannot be realized on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. 
Finally in Section 7.3 we show that one cannot replace approximate 
by exact factorization in (b) above. 
1. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
We shall be considering vector spaces over the reals R and complex 
numbers C. Given two vector spaces V and IV, we let L( I/, IV) 
be the vector space of linear functions from Y to IV, and I/” z L( V, R) 
(resp., L( P, C)) be the real (resp., complex) dual space. For normed 
vector spaces V and IV, we let B( V, IV) and I’* be the corresponding 
bounded linear functions. 
Given a complex vector space V, we let N,!,,,(V) denote the linear 
space of m x m matrices ‘I = [ai’ij], 7~~~ E V, and we let n/r,,,,, = */U,,,(C). 
Af,,, has the canonical basis 
0 0 
cij = 
i I 
lij . 
0 0 
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Given matrices v E M?,(V), w E n/r,(V), we use the notation 
v@w= v 
0 
L I 0 w E J4n+nt v. 
If y’: V ---t W is linear, we define the linear map F,,: M,(V) -+ Mm(W) 
by ~~mbuiil = Wii)l- 
A *-vector space V is a complex vector space together with a 
conjugate linear map v tt v* such that z** = v. We say that 7: 
is self-adjoint (or hermitian) if U* = z’, and vve let V, be the real 
subspace of such v. For general v E V, the decomposition o = 
Re v + i Im v where Re v = $(v + v*), Im pi’ = (1/2i)(v - v*) shows 
that 
If V is a *-vector space, we define a *-operation on M,,(V) by letting 
[v&J* = [vs]. If V and W have *-operations and y: V + W is 
linear, we define 9 *: V -+ W by V*(F) = v(v*)*. This provides a 
*-operation on L( V, W). In particular, letting IV = C have the 
usual * -operation <* = 1, Vd will be a *-vector space. If v: V + W 
is self-adjoint then it is immediate that p,,,: MI,,(V) + MJ W) is 
self-adjoint. 
We say that a complex vector space V is partially ordered (or 
simply ordered) if it is a *-vector space together with a distinguished 
(not necessarily proper) cone V-+ C V,, . As usual, we write v 23 w 
if v - w E V+. We say that a linear map y: V --f W is positive if 
y E L( V, W),i (i.e., v* = cp), and F( V! ) C W-‘. If F is a linear iso- 
morphism from V onto w, we say that cp is an order isomorphism 
if q and up’ arc positive. ‘The cone of positive maps L( V, lV’)m’m 
provides a partial ordering for L( V, W). Letting C’ = [0, KJ), it 
follows that V/d is partially ordered by the cone (Vd)+. 
Real or complex spaces V and VI are irz duality if there exists 
a bilinear map (v, f) ---f o . f from V x V, to the scalars such that 
(a) o=Oifandonlyifv-f=Oforallf~Vi; 
(b) f = 0 if and 0nlyifv.f =OforalloEV. 
If V and Vi are in duality, each defines the weak topology on 
the other. We refer to the weak topology on V as the u( V, VI) 
topology. If V and VI (resp., W and W,) are in duality, we let 
BU( V, W) denote the weakly continuous linear functions from V 
to IV and V8 = B,(V, R) (resp., B,(V, C)) be the corresponding 
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real (resp., complex) dual of V. From [5, Chap. IV, Sect. I .2] we 
may identify V, with V8 and then VI6 = P with V. 
If V and I’* are complex spaces in duality then M,,,( I’) and M,,,( V6) 
are in duality under the bilinear function 
In particular if I/ =: V6 = C, this provides a duality between Ml,, 
and itself. 
If I/ is a *-vector space with dual I’“, we say that Vs is a *-vector 
dual if I’/” is a self-adjoint subspace of Vd, i.e., f~ V impliesf * E P. 
V6 will then be a *-vector space. We havefc -c/;,s if and only iff Iv,, is 
real since given ‘u = V*,f(w) is real if and only if (f -f*)(u) = 0, 
and from (1.1) such D span V. A similar argument shows that ‘: E li,[ 
if and only if f(n) is real for all f E V,ts. It follows that V,& and VIts 
are weakly closed in I’ and I’“, respectively, and are themselves 
in duality. 
If V is an ordered complex space with *-vector dual I/“, we partially 
order Vn by the duaE cone ( V6)+ x Vs n ( Vd)~i-. We note that I/s+ = 
-( V-)O, where “0” indicates the polar of V-’ in VJ18. (We recall 
that if Y and I’” are real vector spaces in duality, the poZar of a set 
S C V is just the set 
It is immediate from the Bipolar Theorem (see [5, Chap. 117, 
Sect. 1.3]), that if we regard P’ as the dual of Vs, the corresponding 
second dual cone is given by 
(ysy _ Cl p-+, (1.2) 
where Cl indicates the weak closure. 
If R is a von Neumann algebra, the u-weak topology on R is that 
determined by the bounded linear functionals 
Y  E+ c YX, . x, , 
where x, is a sequence of vectors in the underlying Hilbert space 
such that C 11 x, II2 < 00. Letting R, be the linear space spanned 
by all such functionals together with the relative R* norm, R may 
be identified with the dual Eianach space of R, (see [I 1, Chap. I, 
Sect. 31). 
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2. OPERATOR SYSTEMS 
Given a Hilbert space H, we let B(H) T= B(H, H) denote the 
von Neumann algebra of bounded linear operators on N. Then 
we may regard B(H) with the usual *-operation and positive cone 
as an ordered complex vector space. We may identify MnL(B(H)) 
with B(Hm) where HI” = H 0 ... @ H (m copies) by letting 
[Uij](Xl ,...) x’,,,) :: 0-I U]jXj ye.*> C UnrjSj)- 
In particular, this provides the usual identification of M,,, with 
B(C?). The isometry of (Cr7,)‘l onto Cnn’ defined by deleting inner 
parentheses, 
((Xl ,...> x,), (y1 I . . . . y,,) >...I - (*2.1 ,--.,x, , Yl ,...I, (3.1) 
induces a unitary equivalence of M,,(M,,,) and iv,,,, (one simply 
deletes inner brackets), hence we may identify these von Neumann 
algebras. 
The norm on B(H) is determined by the ordering of M2(B(H)) z 
B(H2), since one has that jl a 11 < 1 if and only if 
1 a . [ 1 a* , :,: 0. 
The latter is apparent from the formulas 
and 
(It is also a special case of a known result; see, e.g., [39, p. 3851.) 
An operator system R on a Hilbert space H is a linear subspace 
of B(H) containing the identity operator 1 such that if r E R, then 
r* E R. In particular, if H = 0, i.e., R C M, , we say that R is a 
matrix system. We let R,, = R n B(H),L and R+ = R n B(H)+. 
Since 1 E R, we have R,& = R~+ - Rf. Using the identification 
J&?z(B(HN = B(fw we may regard Mr,,(R) as an operator system 
on Hm. As a consequence, M?,JR) will have a partial ordering for 
each m. An elementary but fundamental property of these orderings 
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is that if r = [yij] E M,,(R)+- and y = [rip] is an arbitrary m x rz 
matrix of complex numbers, then 
To see that this is the case, one need only associate a mapping 
r: H” + II”’ with y in the obvious manner, and note that y*ry 
simply corresponds to the operator r*rI’~ B(H”). 
Given operator systems R and S we say that a mapping CJJ: R 4 S 
is completely positive if for all m, the mappings F,,<: lM,,,,(R) + M,,,(S) 
are positive. We partially order L(R, S) by the cone L(R, S’)Q of 
all such maps. We say that a linear isomorphism g, of R onto S is a 
complete ordeft isomovphism if both q and y -t are completely positive. 
Given an operator system R C B(U) and an element r ~- [rij] E 
M,,,(R), we define O(Y): MI,, + R by 
O(Y)(oI )  = C “ijYij .  
The following result is a generalization of [S, Theorem 21. 
LEMMA 2.1. If R C B(H) is all operator system, therl the map 
is an order isomorphism (with respect to L(M,,, , R)B). 
Proof. The fact that 0 is a surjective linear isomorphism is 
a simple exercise in linear algebra. 
Suppose that Y E M,,,(R) is such that O(Y) is completely positive. 
Then in particular, 
is positive. We have that 
since E = 6*6, where 
6 
[ 
El1 '.' %n 
0 ; 1 
hence 
I == [Yij] == [O(Y)(Q)] = o(Y)m(B) :,:t 0. 
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Conversely, suppose that Y E M?JR)+. Given n 3 I, we must 
show that if u E Mn(Mm)+, then 
@(r),(o) 3 0. (2.3) 
Each element of M$, is a sum of elements of the form 
E18,al~lc=I 
(see [15, Sect. 691); h ence using the map (2.1), each element of 
&‘n(Mrl,l)+ is a sum of elements of the form 
where we have let 
Thus we have 
and (2.3) follows from (2.2). 1 
The following result will be useful whenever we wish to restrict 
our attention to identity-preserving maps. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that A C B(H) is an operator system, R 
is a von Neumann algebra, and q~: A + R is completely positive. Then 
letting y( 1) = b, there is a completely positive map 4: A ---f R such 
that 4(l) = 1 and q(a) = b1i2$(a) b1i2. 
Proof. Let x be a unit vector in H, and let e be the support 
projection for b. For each n, we define a completely positive map 
p:A+R by 
t/P(a) = (b + (l]n))-‘1” v(a)(b f (l/n))-“” t (ax * x)(1 - e). 
The sequence bIi2(b + (l/n))-ii2 is increasing with least upper 
bound e, and thus converges strongly to e ([l 1, Appendix II]). 
Given a E A with 0 < a < 1, we have 0 < ~(a) ,( b implies that 
da) l/2 = sb1i2 for some operator s E B(H) (see [ll, Sect. 1.6, 
Lemma 21). It follows that q(a)lj2(b + (1 in))-iI2 is a bounded sequence 
which converges strongly. Taking adjoints, q(a)li2 = b1j2s*, hence 
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the same is true for (I) + (l/n))-“” ~(a) / l 2. Since multiplication is 
strongly continuous on bounded sets, we have that +“(a) converges 
strongly for each a E A+. Since I E A, each element a E A is a linear 
combination of four positive elements, hence we conclude $“(a) 
converges to an operator #(a) E R. It is a simple matter to verify 
that 4 has the desired properties. 1 
3. INJECTIVE OPERATOR SYSTEMS 
We say that an operator system R f B(H) is injective (resp., 
finitely injective) if g’ _ iven operator systems 1V C M C B(K) (resp., 
N 2 112 = M,,,), each completely positive map y: N + R has a 
completely positive extension #: M + R. In case R is a van Neumann 
algebra then, from Lemma 2.2, it suffices to consider y: N--f R 
such that q(l) = 1; h ence our notion of injectivity for von Neumann 
algebras coincides with that of [13]. Arveson has proved in [2, 
Theorem 1.2.31 that B(H) is injective. In particular, the algebras 
M,,1 = B(P) are injective. 
An ordered vector space R is said to be conditionally complete 
if any increasing net I’,, E R,! which is bounded above has a least 
upper bound in R), . 
THEOREM 3.1. If R C B(H) is an injective operator system then 
there is an identity preserving complete order isomorphism of R onto 
an essentially unique unital C*-algebra. The latter is conditionally 
complete. 
Proyf. By essentially unique we mean that given two such com- 
plete order isomorphisms yi: R + Ai , i = 1, 2, there is a corre- 
sponding algebraic *-isomorphism 0 of A, onto A, for which the 
diagram 
commutes. This is due to the fact that any identity preserving order 
isomorphism of unital C*-algebras is a C*-isomorphism, i.e., a 
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Jordan algebra isomorphism [20, Corollary 51, and any 2-positive 
C*-isomorphism is an algebraic *-isomorphism [7, Corollary 3.21. 
Since R is injective, the inclusion map R -+ B(H) extends to a 
completely positive projection P of B(H) onto R. It follows im- 
mediately from the continuity of P that R is norm complete. We 
claim that 
P(rY(b)) P(rb) (3.1) 
for all r E R and b E B(H). By linearity, we may assume that Y and b 
are hermitian, and thus that 
Since P, is positive, we have from the Madison-Schwarz inequality 
[20, Theorem 11 that P,(S) > P,(d)2, i.e., since P(r) = r, 
[ 
P(r”) P(rb) .;, r2 
1 [ 
rP(b) 
P(br) x 3’ P(b)r 1 -li ’ 
where there is no need to evaluate the ommitted entries. Applying 
P, to both sides, we have 
[ 
I’(+) P(rb) .;, 
I [ 
P(G) WWN 
P(br) z-. -- P(P(b)r) * I ’ 
Letting c x P(d) - P(rP(b)), it follows that 
This implies that c = 0. To see this, let u = n2 where 
hence vi1 = ri2 =: 0. Thus r = 0 and we have (3.1). Taking adjoints 
we also have 
P(P(b)r) = P(br). (3.21 
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We define a bilinear product in R by 
This is associative since from (3.1) and (3.2), 
P(rP(st)) = P(mt) :-: P(P(rs)t). 
We let R have the relative *-operation and norm. Then since P 
preserves the *-operation, 
(Y 0 sy = P(u)* = P(s”r”) = s* 0 Y*, 
i.e ., R is a *-algebra. Since P is a contraction (this follows immediately 
from the Stinespring decomposition for completely positive maps 
[37, Theorem I] or from [33, Corollary I]), 
On the other hand, the Stinespring decomposition for P implies 
the following variant of the Kadison-Schwarz inequality (see, e.g., 
[38, Theorem 3.11) 
hence 
Y* 0 Y = P(r”r) 2; P(r)* P(Y) = YV, 
and (R, 0) is a C*-algebra. 
Denoting the product on the C*-algebra M2,L(R, 0) again by “0”) 
we have 
This coincides with the product of the C*-algebra determined 
as above by the projection P,,,: B(HvTL) --) Mrl,(R). Hence we may 
identify these two C*-algebras, and, in particular, M,,,(R, 0) has 
the relative B(EP) norm. It follows that 
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since, for a hermitian operator h in any C*-algebra, h is positive 
if and only if 
We conclude that any injective operator system is completely order 
isomorphic to a C*-algebra. 
To see that R is conditionally order complete, we follow an argu- 
ment due to Tomiyama [42, Theorem 7.11 and Fakhoury (see [12, 
Lemma 2.31). Supp ose that I,, is any family of operators in Ii,, such 
that the least upper bound V I,, exists in B(H). Then we claim that 
P( V Y”) is a least upper bound for {Ye,} relative to R, . Since T,, < V Y, , 
we have I’,. ~ P(Y~.) < P( V F,,). On the other hand, if I’, < s E R 
for all v, then V I’,, < s, and thus P( V ry) < P(s) = s. Since B(H) 
is conditionally complete [I 1, Appendix II], the same is true for R. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. If  R C B(H) . zs a o-weakly closed inject&e operator 
system, then the F-algebra described in Theorem 3.1 may be faithfully 
represented as a von Neumann algebra, and the complete order iso- 
morphism will then be a u-weak homeomouphism. 
Proof. Let A be the indicated C*-algebra. Since R is o-weakly 
closed, we may identify R with the Banach-space dual of B(H),/RL 
where RI is the annihilator of R in B(H), . The isomorphism of 
Theorem 3.1 is, in particular, an isometry; hence, regarding B(H),/R’ 
as a subspace of R*, there is a corresponding subspace S L A* 
with the property that 14 =I S*. From Sakai’s theorem [34], it 
follows that A may be represented as a von Neumann algebra, 
and S may then be identified with its predual. Since the identification 
.R G (B(H),/Rl)* maps the o-weak topology onto the weak* topology 
(see [5, Chap. IV, Sect. 2.7, Proposition S]), the last assertion is 
immediate. 1 
In the theory of Banach spaces, it has long been known that 
extension properties of a space are closely related to the intersection 
properties of its balls. (See [ 18, 271.) In our context, the “constraint 
sets” play an analogous role. Given an operator system R and 
operators s = [sij] E M,,(R),( , v  := [aij] E (I%I,~,),~ , we define the 
constraint set W,(s CT) C R by 
WR(s, a) {I, E R,,: [sij + uijr] > 0;. (3.3) 
In order to see how these sets relate to extension problems, let 
and define y,<: ,!V,r 4 R by qs(x) Z: yijsi, . 
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LEMMA 3.3. q~$ has a completely positive extension 4: n/r,, + R 
if and only if W,(s, a) # 0, 
Proof. Given r E WR(s, a), we may extend qs to a map $1 ikIT)& -+ R 
by letting 
Since 
it follows from Lemma 2.1 that Q!I is completely positive. 
Conversely suppose that #: M,,, + R is a completely positive 
extension of ys. For each /3 E N, , we have #(/3) = y#), i.e., 
Q3,j(+(c,j) - Stj) =: 0. 
If we define a map 8: Mm + R by 
e(a> = 1 %(lcI(%) - %j), 
(3.4) 
B(Mm) is th Ii e near span of the vectors ($J(Q~) - sij}. Since N, _C ker 0, 
ker B has codimension less than or equal to 1, hence dim 0(M,,) < 1. 
Since [$(Q)] and [sii] are self-adjoint, 6(MnL) = CT, where r E R, . 
Thus there are complex numbers yij with 
t)(Q) - sij == yijr, Y E wGJh . 
From (3.4), C &yijr = 0 for all ,l3 E N, , hence either (i) C &yii = 0 
for all ,B E N, , which implies y = ca for some scalar c, hence 
[sij + uij(cr)l = [#(<ij)l 3 O 
and CY E WR(s, a), or (ii) r = 0, which implies 
[su -i- qjq = [4(Q)] 3 0 
and 0 E WR(s, a). We conclude that WR(s, u) # 0. 1 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that R C B(H) is a u-weakly closed 
operator system. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) Given a matrix system N _C M,,, of codimension 1, each 
completely positive map 9: N ---t R has a completely positive extension 
z,b: hf,,, + R. 
(2) R is finitely injective. 
580/24/2-S 
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(3) R is inject&e. 
(4) Given s E l14TTt(R), and u E (M& , one has that We(fI)(~, a) + 
D implies that WR(s, a) f O. 
Proof. (3) * (2) * (1) is trivial. 
(1) =+* (4). Let us first assume that C oii = 0. Then 1 E No , 
i.e., N, is a matrix system. Given that WetH)(s, a) # O, we have 
from Lemma 3.3 that ys: -“v’, -+ 12 has a completely positive extension 
&,: M,,l + B(H). It follows that y)s is itself completely positive, 
and from (1) it has a completely positive extension #: M,n -+ R. 
Thus from Lemma 3.3, WR(s, u) f 0. 
In general, given that b E Wet&s, o), it follows that 
LJii+U~jb]8[S~-T:,iibj 2-0, 
where s,, = zi 1 oii j /j b // 1 E R, i.e., b E WD(H)(~‘, a’) where 
Since 1 aLk = 0, we have from the above that WR(s’, a’) f 0. But 
WR(s’, a’) C W,(s, a), hence we are done. 
(4) S- (3). We fi rs s t h ow that for any fixed b E B(H),, , there 
exists a completely positive map 7: R + Cb + R such that V(S) = s 
for all s E R. We select Y E R, and define 
T(S + “b) ---y s + OY. 
T will be a well-defined completely positive map if and only if 
[Sij + Uijb] E M,,(R + Cb)’ 
implies that 
[sij -I- ufjr] E Mrr~(R)+, 
i.e., 
Y E n vR(s, 4: b E w~(~)(s, 41. (3.5) 
From (4), the constraint sets WR(s, U) are nonempty. They are 
directed by the ordering 1 since 
W&, u) n WR(S’, a’) = W,(s @ s’, u @ a’). 
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Since trivially, 
we conclude that the constraint set 
which is o-weakly compact, occurs in the intersection of (3.5). As 
all constraint sets are o-weakly closed, there is a cofinal family of 
a-weakly compact constraint sets in (3.9, and we conclude that (3.5) 
is nonempty. We may thus fix a completely positive map 17 by 
selecting Y in that intersection. 
Now we proceed to show that R is injective. Suppose that NC ill 
are operator systems and that q: iV + R is completely positive. 
We shall extend q “one self-adjoint operator at a time,” extending 
by linearity after each step. Xssume that we have iV _C L C A4 (L is 
self-adjoint) and a completely positive extension cpr: L + R of v. 
Let u be any self-adjoint element in M\I,. Then since B(H) is injective, 
there is a completely positive extension #: L -{- Cu ---t B(H) of yr . 
Letting b == 4(u), and 7: R + Cb + R be as above, we have that 
7 c #: I, + Cu ---f R is the desired extension of yr. Using Zorn’s 
Lemma, we conclude that R is injectioe. 1 
Condition (4) in Theorem 3.4 may be regarded as a “relative 
interpolation property”: if one can solve a system of inequalities 
with an operator in B(N),t , then one can do the same in R, . If R 
is a von Neumann algebra, a simpler system of inequalities is given 
in the following theorem. In order to reduce the statement to a 
single inequality it is given in a somewhat weakened form: 
~‘HEOREM 3.5. Suppose that R _C B(H) is a van Neumann algebra. 
Then R is injective if and only if fol, each b E B(H),? , there is an element 
P E R,? with the following property: lf s E R,, , ti E R, i = I ,..., m, 
and Q = +-1 are such that 
then 
s + 2 Eiti*bti > 0, 
s + c Eiti*Yti >, 0. 
Proof. If R is injective, then let P: B(H) + R be a completely 
positive extension of the inclusion map. Since R is an algebra, we 
have from (3.1) and (3.2) that sP(b)t = P(sbt) for s, t E R (this 
also follows from [41, Theorem 11). Thus we may let Y = P(b). 
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Conversely given b E B(N), select Y E R as above. Suppose that 
b E WB&s, u) where s E M,(R), and 0 E (M&, . Given or ,..., Y,,, E R, 
let s’ = C ri*siirj . Then for x E H we have 
hence s’ + C oiir,*br, > 0. Since D is self-adjoint we may select a 
unitary matrix y such that u -= y%-y where T is a self-adjoint diagonal 
matrix. If we let t,c = 1 7kk 11j2 xi y,cjrj E R, 
s’ + 1 +t,*btk > 0, 
where ch. = 1 if T kk >, 0 and E]< = -I if rfEli < 0. Thus by assumption 
s’ + 2 &*rtR > 0, 
and returning to the original variables, 
(3-6) 
Let x, be a maximal family of vectors for which the closed subspaces 
[Rxy] are orthogonal. Then letting y, = (xy ,..., x,) E H”, the subspaces 
[Mm(W Y “I are orthogonal and since C [Rx,] == H, we have 
c [J&a(R) YYI = H”. [~WdW Y”1 is invariant under [Sij + u.~~Y], and 
from (3.6) the latter is positive on that subspace. Since the subspaces 
are orthogonal it follows that [sij $- u.(~Y] 3 0, i.e., r E W,(s, 0). 
From (4) of Theorem 3.4, we conclude that R is injective. 1 
Since the free group on two generators F, is not amenable, the 
corresponding regular group von Neumann algebra V(F,) is not 
injective [42, Proposition 7.41. To see how the relative interpolation 
property of Theorem 3.5 fails in this case, lets, and s2 be the generators 
of F, , and define S 2 F, to be the set of all reduced words of the form 
slkt, t E F, , where k is any nonzero integer. Then 
F, = S v s,S 
and the sets S, s,S, sz2S are mutually disjoint. The underlying 
Hilbert space for V(F,) is N == E2(F,), and V(F,) is the von Neumann 
algebra generated by the unitary operators u(t), where 
(a(t)g)(s) == g(t-1s) 
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for g E Z2(F2). Letting 6, E H be the function which is one at the 
identity e E F, and zero elsewhere, we have that 
T(r) == rs, * 6, 
defines a trace on V(F,). For T C F, we define a projection valued 
measure E(T) by 
w%)(4 = g(s), s E T, 
== 0, s$ T, 
and it is a simple matter to verify that 
v(t) E(T) v(t)* = E(tT). 
We conclude that if b = E(S), z’r = z’(sr), and zj2 = z(s2), then 
b + v,bv,* > 1, 
b + v,bv,* + v,2bv,*2 < 1. 
On the other hand, b cannot be replaced by an element T E V(F,), 
since one would then have that 
27(y) = ‘(V + vpl*} 3 1 
37(7+) = T(Y -I- V2YV2’2 + z$%v3*2) <c 1. 
4. MATRIX ORDERED SPACES 
We say that a complex vector space V is matrix ordered if: 
(MI) Visa *-vector space (hence so is LV~( V) for each m > l), 
(MII) each &Q V), m 3 I, is partially ordered, 
(MIII) if y 1 [3/j,J is any m x n matrix of complex numbers, 
(matrix multiplication having the obvious interpretation; see Sec- 
tion 2). Condition (MIII) was first considered by Powers [32, p. 2681. 
We note that from Section 2, any operator system is matrix ordered. 
If V is matrix ordered, then in particular V = Ml(V) is partially 
ordered. 
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Given matrix ordered spaces V and W, wc say that a linear map 
q~: V + W is completely positive if for each m the map P),,~: M,,(V) + 
M,,,(W) is positive. As in Section 2, we partially order L( V, W) 
by the cone L( V, I+‘)3 of all such maps. It is this cone rather than 
L(V, W)+ which is of interest for matrix ordered spaces. We will 
say that a linear isomorphism e of V onto W is a complete order 
isomorphism if both q and q1 arc completely positive. 
Given a matris ordered space V, and an element 1’ ,-- :ll,,i( V), 
WC again define O(a): &Z,,, + V by 
O(v)(oc) = 1 !X,)z’jj . 
Exactly the same argument used for I,emma 2.1 gives 
LEMMA 4.1. If F’ is a matrix ordered space, then the map 
is an order isomorphism (with respect to L(M~ , V)@). 
Given a matrix ordered vector space V with a *-vector dual P, 
we partially order each of the spaces A!,,,,,( V6) by regarding the latter 
as the *-vector dual of the ordered space M,,,(V) and using the dual 
cone (see Section 1). 
LEiWI.4 4.2. If V is a matrix ordered space with a *-vector dual 
space Vc, then with the above structure, IT” is a matrix ordered space. 
Proof. It suffices to verify (MIII). Given f E M,,,( I,‘d)’ and an 
?I? n matrix y, let e E A4,1(V)A be arbitrary. Then 
where # is the transpose of y. Since from (MIII) for V 
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it follows that 
hence V6 satisfies (MIII). 1 
If 1’ and V6 are as above, we will say that V8 with the indicated 
matrix orderings is the matrix ordered dual of V. We note that from 
Section 1, V and V8 are dual matrix ordered spaces, i.e., V is also 
the matrix ordered dual of P, if and only if each of the cones AZ,,,(V)+ 
is weakly closed. 
If V and W are vector spaces with duals V8 and Ws, each weakly 
continuous map 9: V + W determines the adjoint map qP: Wa + V6 
by z: * rpsg = TV . g. The map g, tt y8 determines a surjective linear 
isomorphism 
6: B,(V, LV) -+ B,(W”, P-8) (4.1) 
(see [23, Sect. 21.1 I). It is easily seen that (q,,,)” = (~p~),,~ , and if I’ 
and W are *-vector spaces with *-vector duals V8, W6 then (9,“)” = 
(cp”)*. It follows that if V, Vs and W, W” are dual matrix ordered 
spaces, then v: V + W is completely positive if and only if ~9: 
W6 ---f V” is completely positive, i.e., (4.1) is an order isomorphism 
with the relative complete order cones. 
Let us assume V and V6 are dual matrix ordered spaces. Given 
‘c E M,,,(V), we define A(V): V8 + A@,,, by A(U)(~) = [f(~~~)]. Then 
we have A(v) = Ok since if f E V6 and a: E M,,, , 
@(4(4 .f = 1 %A%) 
== a . [f(Q)] 
= OI . A(u)(f). 
Thus we have the commutative diagram 
B,( v”, Mm) 
and we conclude from Lemma 4.1: 
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LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that V and V6 are dual matrix ordered 
spaces. Then the map 
is an order isomorphism (with respect to B,( VS, M,,JG). 1 
Applying the above result to V8 and letting m = 1 we note that, 
in particular, if f E ( V6)+, then f: V + C is completely positive. 
Actually one need not assume that the cones M,(V)+ are weakly 
closed, since if one replaces the cones by their closures f will still 
be positive. 
In Section 1 we regarded M,,, as a dual vector space to itself. 
To be more explicit, this identification is determined by the canonical 
basis cij , and is given by the linear isomorphism 5: Mnz ---f MlrLd, 
where 
Q4(B) = N * B = c %A, * 
We claim that n/r,, is also self-dual as a matrix ordered space, i.e., 
f is a complete order isomorphism. The map 
coincides with the composition 
where & = [[n$J~,,J&r E MrIL(Mn). Since the composed maps are 
all order isomorphisms, 5, is an order isomorphism, hence ,$ is a 
complete order isomorphism. 
In subsequent investigations we will need an abstract charac- 
terization of the operator systems. Theorem 4.4 may be regarded 
as a matrix ordered analog of Kadison’s order description of the 
function systems [ 191. 
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If V is an ordered complex space, an element e E V+ is an order 
unit for V if for each z, E V,, there is a t > 0 such that - te < v < te. 
V+ is Arch&dean if for each z+, E V+, (-t)v, < v for all t > 0 
implies ZJ E V+. If V+ ha s an order unit e, one need only consider 
the element 21” = e to prove V+ Archimedean. Letting V6 = Vd, 
if V-t is weakly closed, then it is immediate from (1.2) that it is 
Archimedean. On the other hand, if I/; is proper, Archimedean, 
and has an order unit, then V+ is weakly closed (see [19, Lemma 2.51 
or [I, Proposition II 1.71). 
THEOREM 4.4. If V is a matrix ordered space, then V is completely 
order isomorphic to an operator system if and only if V+ is a proper 
cone with an order unit e, and each of the cones M,(V)+ is Archimedean. 
If this is the case, the isomorphism may be assumed to map e to 1. 
Proof. The necessity of the conditions is trivial. For the converse, 
we begin by showing that each of the cones M,(V)+ is proper. 
If v E lk&,( V)+ n (-M,,(V)+), then from Lemma 4.1, O(V) > 0 
and O(V) < 0. Thus if cx E %J,,?+, 
@(v)(o~)E V+ n (-V+) = {0}, 
or, since &Z, is linearly spanned by n/r,,+, O(V) = 0, and 2: = 0. 
We next show that 
e m- 
is an order unit for 1M,,( V). If v E V, and - te < v < te, then from 
(MIII) 
[z J] = i [:] [te + ~][l I] + k [-:I [te - v][l --I] > 0. 
For a general ZJ, choose t with - te < Re U, Im u < te. Then 
Thus for v = [vij] E M,(V), , we choose t with -te < Re vii , 
Im vij < te for all i, j; then we have 
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where yij is the 2 x m matrix with 1 at the (1, i)th and (2,j)th posi- 
tions and zero elsewhere. Similarly, we can get 2mte,,, ~~ v 3 0, 
and hence e, is an order unit for M,,,(V). 
From the discussion preceding this theorem, letting v” ~= V”, 
we have that M,,(V)j- is weakly closed. Thus V and I/” are dual 
matrix ordered spaces. 
For each m 3 1, we let di,,, be the set of completely positive maps 
g?: V + M,, such that iI q(e)11 < 1. Then @ M,,,o (9’ E Q,,,) with 
all M,; = M,,1 is a C*-algebra. We may identify My,(@, A~,,?) 
with 0, M,,(M,,,,,m) by letting 
Given ZI E V’, we define a linear map J”‘: V + @ M,r~ by J”“(U) = 
~tdasdi, . It is defined because whenever -te .< v < te, we have 
--fl 5~ -tp)(e) 2.: p(v) < @3(e) -G tl, 
hence Ij v(v)jj < t for all F E @,,! . JP7f is completely positive because 
if u E M,(V)+, then 
u%(4 = LP’(%)l = Kd%?))l == (%LW) 3 0. 
We claim that 
(Jnl),,$: A&( q+ --f @ M,,,(Mmq 
(0 
is an order isomorphism onto its image. We must prove that (J”)m is 
one-to-one and that for 2, E M,,,(V), (Jm),,(u) = (~,,(v)),.,~ >, 0 
implies that u > 0. The first statement is a consequence of the 
second because if (Jm),J~) =:: 0, then zl > 0, u < 0 implies z’ =- 0 
since M,,(V)-+ is a proper cone. The latter cone is weakly closed, 
hence it suffices to prove that if f :-= [j,,] E MJ P)+, thenf(v) > 0. 
Letting E = [eij] E Mnl(M,,I)j-, we have 
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From Lemma 4.3, cl(f) is completely positive, and multiplying 
by 3 positive scalar, we may assume that g?, ~= A(f) E CD,,, Then 
h!- assumption, 
f(v) =-: (lp”)nL(21) ’ E /z 0, 
Letting _;2 = @,,, (@JmEQm M,,,o)) we define a linear map J: G- -+ iz 
by J(U) == @ J”‘(z). It is clear that J is completely positive. On the 
other hand, if z* E iGrJ V) is such that JIJv) 3 0, then (Jzn),,(z) > 0; 
hence from above, v 2 0. We conclude that J is a complete order 
isomorphism. 
We may assume that A is faithfully represented on a Hilbert 
space If. Letting b = J(e), th e argument of Lemma 2.2 provides 
us with a complete order isomorphism J’ of V into B(H) such that 
j’(e) =- 1. ‘l’hus J’(V) is an operator system, and we are done. 1 
We define a matrix order unit space (P, 1) to be a matrix ordered 
space I/’ together with a distinguished order unit 1 satisfying the 
conditions of the above theorem. The norm on an operator system R 
is determined by its matrix order structure, since one has that 
” r ji -( 1 if and only if 
1 Y . I 1 r* 1 3 0. 
Thus each matrix order unit space may he provided with the norm 
For a typical application of Theorem 4.4, suppose that R is an 
operator system, and that 0 + p E (R*)+. We let [p] be the linear 
span of the cone 
{s E (R*)+: 0 :/ q < tp for some t 3 01.. 
The cone (R*)t- is proper since R is the linear span of R+, and it is 
evident that each of the cones Mnl(R*)+ = (M,(R)*)+ is Archimedean. 
Letting M,,([p])‘- = AI,,( r\ M,,([p]), it follows that [p]+ is 
proper and has order unit p, and each of the cones M?J[p])+ is 
Archimedean. From Lemma 4.2, R* is matrix ordered, hence the 
same is true for [p]. Thus [p] is completely order isomorphic to an 
operator system. 
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COROLLARY 4.5. I f  R is a Jinite-dimensional operator system, then 
Rd is completely order isomorphic to an operator system. 
Proof. Let us assume that R C B(H). We have that R,b” C: 
(Rd)+ - (Rd)+, since each f E R,bd is continuous (R is finite-dimen- 
sional) and thus may be extended to an element of B(H); where 
it may be decomposed into positive and negative parts. I,etting 
fi ,..., fi)L be a basis for Rhd, and letting fi = pi - pi , pi $ 0, qi 2 0, 
it follows that p q =- C pi + C qi is an order unit for Rd. Thus from 
the above Rd = [p] is completely order isomorphic to an operator 
system. i 
If I’ and W are real or complex vector spaces, we shall let V @ W 
denote the algebraic tensor product of P and IV. If V and W are 
*-vector spaces, the map v @ w H V* @ w* determines a *-operation 
on V @ W. We have that 
since given u = x z’JC @ wk E (V @ W),, , 
u -~Rev,@Rew,--~Imv,@Imw,, 
hence u E V, @ W, . The reverse inclusion is trivial. 
Given vector spaces V and Wand elements u E M,(V), w E MJ W), 
we define v x w E V @ W by 
0 X W=CVijoWij. 
If V and W are matrix ordered spaces, the set 
(V@ W)-’ = U{v x w: v  E M,(v)+, w E M,(W)+> 
m 
is a cone. To see this, note that if vk E Mmk( V)+, k = 1, 2, then 
from (MIII) and the fact that A&+,J V)+ is a cone, 
where yr is the m, x (m, + m,) matrix [lm, 01, and y2 is the ma x 
(m, + m,) matrix [0 lm2]. Similarly if wk E M,,(W)+, WI @ W2 E 
M m,+m,( w+. Thus 
q x WI -7 v2 xw, ~~(Vl@V2) x (W1@W2)E(V@W).. 
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It is trivial that t( V @ IV)+ _C (V @ W)+ for t 3 0. Since (V x w)* = 
v* x w*, (VO W>‘C(VO w,, and we have partially ordered 
v @ w. 
Given vector spaces V and Wwith duals P, Ws we define ( V @ W) 
to be all ~E(V @ W)d such that the maps w ~f(u @ w), w F+ 
f(z~ @ w) are weakly continuous. Then V @ W and (V @ W)s are 
in duality. Given g E I/fi, h E IV, we define 
This extends to a duality of V @ W and P @ W6. We may identify 
I/” @ IV6 with a subspace of (V @ W)*, and if either V or W is 
finite-dimensional, we have (V @ W)B = V8 @ W6. 
If V and W are *-vector spaces with *-vector duals V8 and W*, 
and we define the *-operation on V @ W as above, then (V @ W)8 
is self-adjoint. To see this, suppose that f E (V @ W)8 and define 
fW E Va by f,(v) = f(~ @ w). Then 
f*(v @ w) = f(v* @ w*)- = (fw*)*(v), 
hence z, ~f*(v @ W) is in V6. Since the same argument may be 
applied to the second variable, f * E (V @ W)6. Given g E V8, h E W6, 
we have 
(v* @ w*> * (g @ h)- = (v (ZJ w) . (g* (3 P), 
hence (g @ h)* = g* @ h*, and V* @ W* is also a self-adjoint 
dual for V @ W. 
If V and W are matrix ordered spaces with matrix ordered duals 
Va and Wa, we will give (I/ @ W>G the dual ordering, i.e., (V @ W)s+ 
is the dual cone of (V @ W) +. Given f E (V 6J W>G Lye define 
Z(.f): Y + W8 and g(f): W -+ Vfi by 
W)(4@4 = f(v 0 4 = Wf>(4(~)~ 
The following is due to Lance [25, Lemma 3.21. 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose that V and W aye matrix ordered spaces 
with matrix ordered duals V6, Ws. Then given f  E (V @ W)s, the 
following are equivalent. 
(1) fE(V @ wp; 
(2) 5!(f) is completely positive; 
(3) %(f) is completely positive. 
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Proof. It is easy to show that Q(f*) = Q(f)*, hence f is self- 
adjoint if and only if Q(f) is self-adjoint. On the other hand, 
f E (V @ lV)s+ if and only if f is self-adjoint and for each E E MzJt/)-, 
w E Mm(W)+, 
0 ::<f(v x 20) 
= Cj(Vii gl Wij) 
= c W)(%)(%) 
:-= e(j)m(v)(w), 
i.e., we have the equivalence of (1) and (2). A similar argument 
applies to the equivalence of (1) and (3). 1 
Suppose that I/ and W are matrix ordered spaces with dual matrix 
ordered spaces VS and PP. We have a natural injection 
L’ @I w --f (V” @ W”)S. 
However, in general, 
From Lemma 4.6, the intersection consists of just the elements 
u E (V @ W), for which Q(U): VS ---f Was is completely positive, 
and thus contains the u for which 2(u): 1/6 -+ W is completely 
positive. On the other hand, 
LEMMA 4.7. Suppose that V and W are matrix ordered spaces 
and that V and V8 are matrix ordered duals. Then given LL E V @ W, 
we have u E (V @ W)+ if and only if theve is a commutative diagram 
of completely positive maps 
where 4 is weakly continuous. A similar result holds for ‘S(u). 
Proof. Given u = v x w, v E MtL( V)+, w E Mn( W)+, we have 
for g E V* and h E W6 
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hence 
-= @(w) fl(~)(d, 
and Q(U) = O(W) A(a). F rom Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3, cp = O(W) and 
JJ = A(a) are completely positive. Conversely, given such a diagram, 
q and 4 must have the above form and the calculation may be reversed 
to show that u E (V @ W)+-. Corresponding arguments apply to 
91(u). 1 
Let us suppose that Y and W are matrix ordered spaces with 
matrix ordered duals P, PP. Using the *-vector space duality of 
(V @ W) and (V@ W)8, we have from (1.2) that the second dual 
cone of (V @ IV)+ is CI( V @ W)-l-. The latter will play a central 
role in Sections 5 and 6, and we need an analog of Lemma 4.7 for 
its elements. We say that diagrams of the form (4.2) are applcoximately 
commutative provided !G(u) is in the point-weak closure of the maps 
p()l): l/6-+ w. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Suppose that V and W are matrix ordered spaces, 
one of which is finite-dimensional, and that V and Vs are matrix ordered 
duaZs. Then given u E V @ W, ZL E Cl( V @ W)+ if and only if the 
diagrams of completely positive maps (4.2) approximately commute. 
A similar result holds for 93(u). 
Proof. Since either V or W is finite-dimensional, (V @ W>G = 
vs @ wa. It f 11 o ows that a net U, E (V @ W)+ converges weakly 
to an element u E V @ W if and only if 
al” - (g (gi h) --f 21 . (g @ h) 
for all g E V”, h E W8, i.e., 
w%)(g) * h - 2(u)(g) . h. 
The result follows from Lemma 4.7. 1 
If V is a complex vector space, we have a natural linear isomorphism 
Q: Mm(V) + v @ M,,, 
defined by 
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If V is a *-vector space, then so is I/ @ &r,,L , and it is clear the map 8 
is then a *-isomorphism. If V is a matrix ordered space, then both 
MD’) and v 0 Mm are ordered spaces. We have 
LEMMA 4.9. If V is a matrix ordered space, then Q is an order 
Gomorphism. 
hoof. From the discussion following Lemma 4.3, we may let 
Md=M ?n m - The diagram 
commutes since given zl E M,,,(V) and 01 E Mr,, , 
From Lemma 4.1, 0 is an order isomorphism, and from Lemma 4.7, 
the same is true for 5% (the intermediate space is irrelevant). Thus 
Q = ‘$-lo 0 is an order-isomorphism, and we are done. 1 
In Sections 5 and 6 we shall be especially interested in matrix 
systems N _C MTTL and their matrix ordered duals Nd. From Corollary 
4.5, the latter spaces are themselves completely order isomorphic 
to operator systems (however, see Section 7.2). In the remainder 
of this section we will prove that the spaces Nd may also be regarded 
as quotient spaces. 
Suppose that N C M, is a matrix system. Using the map .$: M,,, + 
MTnd described after Lemma 4.3, we may regard M,,, as a self-dual 
matrix system. We let 
K = NL = p E Mm: 0 = a: . /3 = c CQ& for all oi E N’ 
i 
and rr: M, -+ M,/K be the quotient map. We define a *-operation 
on MJK by 7~(ai)* = +a*). The self-adjoint linear map 
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is surjective and has kernel M,,(K). Thus we may identify the *-vector 
spaces M,(M,)/Mfl(K) and Mn(M,JK). We shall say that the *-vector 
space MJK together with the cones 
is a fnatvix quotient. It will follow from Lemmas 4.10 and 4.2 that 
such spaces are matrix ordered. 
We wish to show that N” may be identified with Mr,,/K, where 
K -- AT’. Consider the diagram 
where 7 is the restriction map. Since 17 0 [ is surjective and has 
kernel K, it induces a linear *-isomorphism 5: &l,,,/K + Nd for 
which the diagram is commutative. 
LEMMA 4.10. 5 is a complete order isomovphism. 
ProofA We must show that 5, is an order isomorphism for each n. 
The following diagram commutes: 
We have already seen that f, is an order isomorphism. The identifica- 
tion M,(MJK) g Mn(Mm)/MT,,(K) defines the order on Mn(M,,,/K), 
and enables one to regard rrn as the quotient map. It follows that rrlz 
is an order homovphism, i.e., ~,(a) 3 0 if and only if rr;%rn(cy) contains 
a positive element. To show that 5, is an order isomorphism, it 
suffices to show that 7n is an order homomorphism. The identifications 
define the orderings on Mn(Mmd) and M,(N”), and with them rln 
corresponds to the restriction map 
rl’: M,(M,# - M,&V”~ 
580/24/z-6 
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71’ is trivially positive. On the other hand suppose that p E Mn(N)d+. 
Letting M%(N) h ave the relative operator norm in M,(Mrn), we 
claim that [I p // = p(1). If jl iy 11 < 1 and t E C is such that 1 t j = 1 
then Re ta ,< jl Re ta // < 1. It follows that Re tp(a) < p(1) for all 
such t, hence since the latter just correspond to the proper rotations 
about 0, I p(a); < p(l). Applying the Hahn-Banach theorem, we 
obtain an extension q E Mn(Mm)d with 11 411 = q(1). But the latter 
implies q 3 0, hence vn is an order homomorphism. Therefore, 
we conclude that [ is a complete order isomorphism. 1 
5. INJECTIVE VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS 
Recall that a von Neumann algebra R is said to be Jinitely injective 
if given a matrix system NC M,,, , and a completely positive map 
v: N + R, there exists a completely positive map #: M,,, ---f R such 
that the diagram 
J&n 
N--pR 
commutes. By analogy, we say that R is jkitely projective if given 
a a-weakly continuous completely positive map v: R + MJK 
(where KL C M,,, is a matrix system), there exists a u-weakly com- 
pletely positive map 4: R + M, such that the diagram 
MWZ 
Q 
/I 
n=quotient maI) 
R 7 MmlK 
dommutes. 
We wish to relate finite injectivity and finite projectivity to two 
approximate matrix factorization properties. We say that a von 
Neumann algebra R has the approximate injective factorization 
property (AIFP) if g iven a completely positive map y: MJK + R 
(where Kl is a matrix system of M,), the diagrams of completely 
positive maps 
n 
Y”\ 
B 
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approximately commute in the sense that y is in the point-a-weak 
closure of the maps 4 0 T. Equivalently, given a completely positive 
map 9: Mn, + R, the diagrams of completely positive maps 
approximately commute in the sense that y is in the point-u-weak 
closure of the maps # 0 -r. Similarly, we say that R has the approximate 
projective factorization property (APFP) if given a a-weakly con- 
tinuous completely positive map q: R + NC M,,, (where N is a 
matrix system), the diagrams of o-weakly continuous completely 
positive maps 
R m  ---, NCM,,c 
approximately commute in the sense that the maps 7 o I,!I converge 
to ps in the pointwise topology (note that since N is finite dimensional, 
it has only one linear topology). 
In Theorem 5.1, we will also investigate the structure of R, . 
As was the case for 21, we say that R, is injective (yesp., jinitely 
injective) if given operator systems NC M C B(K) (resp., N C M = 
Mm), each completely positive map p: N + R, has a completely 
positive extension $I: M ---f R, . 
Fr~~~~E~l 5. I. Suppose R is a von Neumann algebra. Then the 
.following are equivalent. 
(1) R is injective (finitely injective). 
(2) R, is injective (finitely injective). 
(3) R is finitely projective. 
Boof. To show (1) <=- (2), we have to make use of the following 
results: 
(a) R is injective if and only if R’ is injective [42, Theorem 
7.21. 
(b) R is injective if and only if R is finitely injective 
(Theorem 3.4). 
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(c) Suppose that R == @ R, . Then R is injective if and 
only if each R, is injective (see [13, Proposition 5.41). 
(d) For each p E R *f, let [p] be the complex vector space 
spanned by the cone 
{q t H,+: q < tp for some t 2: 0}, 
and np be the normal representation of R defined by p, x,, be the 
corresponding cyclic vector. Then the map 
determined by 
01,: ~,(W - [PI 
O,(d)(r) = 7rD(Y) s’x,, . XI, 
is a complete order isomorphism (see [ 13, Lemma 1.51). 
(1) -.z+- (2). For each p E R.+T, n-,(R) is isomorphic to the 
reduced algebra Rep for a central projection ep in R. Let (pa) be 
any maximal subset of R, i- with orthogonal {e,,}; then C er, -= I 
and Rg OR,=. From (b) and (c), we conclude that R is injgctive 
if and only if for each p E R, -, 
From (a), (d), ‘t 
ReD is injective (or finitely injective). 
1 is the same to assume that r,(R), TV,‘, or [p] 
is injective (or finitely injective) for each p. It remains to link these 
conditions with injectivity (or finite injcctivity) for R, . 
Suppose that R, is finitely inject&. Given p E R,-‘- and a matrix 
system N C M,,, , each completely positive map y: N + [p] C R, 
has a completely positive extension #: nil,,, + R, . Since 
we have that $(M,,,) C [p]. Thus [p] is finitely injective. 
Conversely, suppose that [p] is injective for each p E R,-, . Given 
operator systems AT C M and a completely positive map 9: N --t R, , 
;z let q(l) =- p; then y(N) 2 [p] (since I is the ord:: unit of N), 
. .) 9. A *V+[p]CR,. Hence 91 has a completely positive cxtenslon 
4: M --f [p] C R, . Therefore R, is injective, and thus finitely 
injective. 
(2) -=.- (3). Given a matrix system NC M,,, , the usual adjoint 
map provides a linear isomorphism of B,(R, Nd) onto L(N, RR,). 
Letting K ~~~ Nl and identifying _M,,,/K with dVT” (J,emma 4.10), 
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we conclude that the diagrams of a-weakly continuous completely 
are in one-to-one correspondence with the diagrams of completely 
positive maps 
N ---+R,. rD 
Hence (2) X+ (3) follows immediately. 1 
In the following proof, we will be concerned with the tensor 
product R, @ N where R is a von Neumann algebra with (R,)S = R, 
and N Z ICI,,, is a matrix system with N6 = N”. From Lemma 4.2, 
R, and Nd are matrix ordered spaces. By definition, we have that 
f E (Ii, @ N)S if and only if for each OL E N,p ~f(p @ X) is o(R.+ , R) 
continuous. In particular if N = M,,, , we have from Lemma 4.9 
that R, @ A!&,, is order-isomorphic to M,,,(R,) which may then be 
identified with MI)%(R).+ . The dual space (R, @ AM,,JF may in turn 
be identified with M,,(R). 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that R is a von Neumann algebra. Then 
the following are equivalent. 
(1) R is jinitely injective. 
(2) R satis$es the APFP. 
Proof. It will be convenient to introduce two auxiliary conditions. 
Let NC MT, be an arbitrary matrix system. In condition (2’), we are 
taking the closure with respect to the a(R, @ N, (R, @ N)S) 
topology. 
(1’) The restriction map 
rl: (R, @ M,,JB+ --+ (R, @ IV)~+ 
is surjective. 
(2’) (R, 0 h&J+ n (R, @ N) Z Cl(R. @ N)+. 
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(1) o (1’). Since N is finite-dimensional, the maps 
93: (I?, @ N)” --j L(N, R), 
%: (R, @ n/r,>* - L(Mm , I?) 
are surjective, and from Lemma 4.6 they are order isomorphisms. 
Thusfg (R, @ N)“+ h as an extension to an element of (R, @ Mt)l)si- 
if and only if s(f): N + R has a completely positive extension to 
a map M,, + R. 
(2) o (2’). The elements u E R, @ N correspond to the 
o-weakly continuous maps 9 = Q(u): R ----f N, and from Lemma 4.7 
(with W = M,,,), u will lie in (R, @ M,,JL n (R, @ N) if and 
only if in addition, 9: R + M,,, (and thus 9: R ---f N) is completely 
positive. From Corollary 4.8, u will lie in Cl(R, @ IV)+- if and only 
if the diagrams of completely positive maps 
with a-weakly continuous 16 approximately commute. Hence the 
equivalence of (2) and (2’) follows immediately. 
(1’) => (2’). s ince Cl(R, @ N)-I- is just the second dual 
cone of (R, @ N)+ with respect to (R, @ N)6, it suffices to prove 
that if u lies in the intersection on the left then u *f > 0 for each 
f tz (R, @ N)“+. From (I ‘), f is the restriction of an element 
g E (R, @ M,,,)*+-. Th us since u E (R, @ MJ,l)+, u *f = u . g > 0. 
(2’) ti (1’). Given (2’) we must prove that each f E 
(R, @ N)s+ has an extension g E (R, @ Mr,,)6+. To do this, we 
will use an extension theorem due to Choquet (see [9, Sect. 341). 
We first observe that 
To see this, note that since 
it suffices to show- that p @ N lies in the left side of (5.1) for any 
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p E (R,), , 01 E (Mm)h . Letting p = p+ - p- where p+, p- E (R*)+, 
we have 
-POa=(--p++p--)O((Y+---)~p+Oa-+p-Ool’ 
:< (p+ +p-) @I\ cdl/ 1. 
Thus for some u E (R, @ Mr,Jf, 
which is an element of the left side of (5.1). 
Given (2’), the weak continuity off implies that f is positive on 
Cl(R* @ N)+ and thus on the relative cone 
From [9, Theorem 34.21 (which uses (5.1)), f has a (not necessarily 
continuous) extension to a positive linear functional g on (R, @ J&J, . 
We have identified (R, @ MnJh with the predual M,(R),, and 
the latter is an ordered real Banach space with a closed positive 
cone. From [9, Theorem 36.11, any positive linear functional on 
such a space must be in the dual Banach space. Thus 
g E M,,JR>,’ = (R, 0 Mm)‘+, 
i.e., g is the desired extension. l 
By analogy with Theorem 5.2, we will relate finite projectivity 
to the AIFP. In the following proof, we must consider R @ N 
where R is a von Neumann algebra with R” = R, and NC Mna 
is an matrix system with N6 = N”. From Lemma 4.9, R @ Mm 
may be identified with the von Neumann algebra M,(R), and thus 
(R @ Mm)6 may be identified with the predual M,,(R,) E M,,,(R)* 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that R is a van Neumann algebra. Then 
the following are equivalent. 
(1) R is finitely projective. 
(2) R satisfies the AIFP. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.2, we again introduce 
two auxiliary conditions. N C M,,, is an arbitrary matrix system 
and in (2’) we are using the o(R @ N, (R @ N)S) topology. 
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(1’) The restriction map 
71: (R @jJ Mm)“-f - (R @ Ay 
is surjective. 
(2’) (R @ M,,,) 7 n (R @ N) C Cl(R @ N)+. 
The proofs for (1) -3 (1’) 3 (2’) are essentially the same as those 
given in Theorem 5.2. Thus, for example, from Lemma 4.6 the maps 
2: (R @ TV)” --f B,(R, W) ‘v B,(R, Mm/K), 
2: (R @ A&,Js --f B,(R, A&) 
are order isomorphisms (where Kl -= N), hence (1) o (I’) is im- 
mediate. 
(2) c (2’). From Lemma 4.7 (with W = nil,,,), u lies in 
{R @ A!,)+ if and only if !$(z1): R, ---f n/r,,, is completely positive. 
Hence u lies in (R @ M,,JL n (R @ N) if and only if Q(u): R, -+ IV 
is completely positive; or equivalently (Lemma 4.6), 9) = ‘S(u): 
Nd + R is completely positive. From Corollary 4.8, u is an element 
of Cl(R @ N)+ ‘f 1 and only if the diagrams of completely positive 
maps 
M,L 
7 \ 
with K-L --: lv 
Mm/K N iVd __ > R m 
approximately commute. Hence (2) a (2’) follows immediately. 
Turning to (2’) * (l’), if f~ (R @ N)*+, Choquet’s theorem 
again provides us with a positive linear extension g on R @ Ac&,~ = 
W,dR), hence g E ICI,,,(R) *. We claim that g E M,,,(R).+ . To see this, 
it suffices to prove that O(g)(M,,,) C R, , or equivalently, that 
@(g>(Jf,n+> C R, . Given a E M,,;t-, we have 
it follows from [40, Theorem 31 that O(g)(z) E R, . 1 
In summary, we list the main results of this section as follows 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose that R is a con Neumann algebra. Then 
the following are equivalent. 
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( 1) R is injective (finitely injective). 
(2) R is jinitely projective. 
(3) R satisfies the AIFP. 
(4) R satisfies the APFP. 
6. C*-ALGEBRAIC ANALOGS 
In this section, we will shift our attention to C*-algebras. We 
first establish a generalization of Theorem 3.4. Given an operator 
system R C B(H), the o-weak closure is denoted by R. We say that 
R C B(H), is almost injectizje (resp., jinitely almost izjective) if given 
an operator system N C M (resp., a matrix system iV C M -: M,,,) 
each completely positive map ‘p: N + R has a completely positive 
extension *: M + l?. It is evident that if R is injective then R is 
almost injective; the converse is not true (see the remark at the end 
of this section). 
%EOREIU 6.1. Suppose that R C B(H) is an operator system. 
Then R is almost injective if and only ;f R is jinitel>v almost injectice. 
Proof. The “only if” part is trivial. Conversely, we suppose 
that R is finitely almost injective. Given operator systems B C A, 
and a completely positive map q: B ---f R, we wish to extend p to a 
completely positive map 9: A + i?. 
Each u _~ [qi] E M,,,(A)~t d t e ermines a completely positiv-c map 
O(u): M,,, + A,, C A where A, is the linear space spanned by jllij}. 
Assuming that x uii E B, N = O(u)-l(B) C M),, is a matrix system, 
and by hypothesis ~0 O(U) jN: N + R thus has a completely positive 
extension 7: M,,, ---f R. If O(U)(~) = 0, then u E N and ~(a) =:= 
r+c c O(U)(J) ==: 0; h ence r can be factorized through ,4,, , i.e., there 
exists a (not necessarily completely positive) linear map #,,: ,4,, --f R 
such that $,, 3 O(U) = T. Hence we have the following commutativ-e 
diagram 
*wn 
O(u) 
-4 
*u -+R 
t 1‘ 
" 
1 
c: u 
N -BnA, Y’R 
-where II,,, satisfies 
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We define a partial ordering > on the set 
by u > U’ if ZL’ is a direct summand of U. Letting LIM be a generalized 
Banach limit defined on all cofinally bounded nets in R with 8 
as the directed set (see [36]), we wish to define 4: A --+ R by 
VW = LIM $u(ah 
where #Ja) is arbitrary if a $ A, . 
We note that if v E Mn(A)+ is a direct summand of u E &, say 
u = z! @ v’, then 
0 CT (1CruMU) == wJn(~) 0 c#J,L>m-n(~‘) 
implies that 0 < (#t()n(~). In p ar icular, t if a E A and ]I a // < I, and 
u> 
1 n 
[ I a” I’ 
then 
hence II vL(a)lI < II dl)ll. Since 
1 urLil/:u> [i* ;]I 
is a cofinal family, (#Ja)) is a cofinally bounded net; hence 4 may 
be defined as above. It is straightforward to verify that J/ is a linear 
extension of p. To see that # is completely positive, suppose that 
v = [qj] E MT,(A)‘-. Th en w = 2, @ C (11 vii /I - nii) E %?, and for 
all u > w, (AM@) > 0, since z’ is a direct summand of u. Taking 
the limit, it follows that +n(~) > 0. Thus 4 is the desired map. 1 
As was the case for von Neumann algebra, we say that a unital 
C*-algebra A has the u-weak AIFP if for each completely positive 
map F: M,,,/K --t A (Kl a matrix system), the diagrams of com- 
pletely positive maps 
M7Z 
(6.1) 
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approximately commute in the point-a-weak topology, Similarly, 
we say that A has the o-weak APFP if for each g-weakly continuous 
completely positive y: A -+ N C M, (N a matrix system) the diagrams 
of completely positive maps 
with # o-weakly continuous, pointwise approximately commute. 
In contrast to the situation for von Neumann algebras, we will 
see that these properties determine distinct classes of concrete 
C*-algebras. 
We say that A has the norm AIFP (resp., norm APFP) if in the 
above definitions the u-weak topology is replaced by the norm 
topology. In case A C B(H) is the universal representation of a 
unital C*-algebra, the norm and a-weakly continuous linear functions 
on A must coincide, hence the u-weak and norm APFP’s are the 
same. We claim that for this representation the u-weak and norm 
AIFP’s also coincide. Given a completely positive map y: M>,,/K -+ A, 
we have u = (p’ 0 T),,,[E~~] E M,rL(A)+ where rr is the quotient map 
Mm - J/l,,,lK. The diagrams (6.1) will approximately commute 
in the point-o-weak (resp., point-norm) topology if and only if u is in 
the a-weak (resp., norm) closure of the set S, = {(# (> 7 J T)~~[Q~]), 
where we consider arbitrary pairs MJK +7 MIL +* A. S, is a cone 
since trivially tS, C S, for t 3 0, and given &‘,,,/K ----f7’ LV,,, -+“’ =2 
we have 
where the maps MJK -v” MyhilL, +*” A are defined by 
7.“(a) = T(a) @ 7’(a), 
The inclusion iM,,,(A) C B(H”h) . is a universal representation, hence 
convex subsets of M,,&(A) have the same closures in the a-weak 
and norm topologies. Applying this to S,, we conclude that u-weak 
and norm approximate commutativity are equivalent for (6.1) 
i.e., the corresponding AIFP’s are equivalent, 
Theorem 6.2 is a generalization of Theorem 5.2. W’e will make 
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use of the machinery of Section 4. Given a unital C*-algebra 
A C B(H), we define A, to be the restrictions f iA with f E B(H), . 
In particular, (A), will coincide with the usual predual of the von 
Neumann algebra A. The restriction map (A), ---t A, is trivially 
onto, and, from the Kaplansky Density Theorem, it is isometric. 
We shall identify (A), and A, . Since A is a von Neumann algebra, 
(4, = A* is norm complete, and (A*)* == A. Thus we have 
two dualities: that between A and A, , and that between A and A, . 
In order to distinguish these, we shall use 6 for the first (hence 
A = A.+&), and A for the second (hence A := (A.+)“). It is evident 
that A, is a matrix ordered dual for either A or A, and since A is 
(r(A, A,) dense in A, the matrix orderings on A, determined by ‘4 
and A- coincide. 
In the proof of the following result, we shall be concerned with 
tensor products A, @ N, where A, and its duals (A,)“, (A,)” 
are described above, and N _C n/r,,, is a matrix system with N” -= Nd. 
We shall write (A.+ @ N)6 and (A, @ N)d for the two dual spaces. 
Thus f E (A, @ N)” (resp., (A, @ N)A) if and only if for each 
a: EN, p ~f(p @ E) is a(A* , A) (resp., u(A, , A)) continuous. 
In particular, if N =z MT,, , we have from Lemma 4.9 that A, @ M7,( 
is order-isomorphic to M?,,(A.). Regarding M,,(A) as an operator 
system on H”, MJA,) may then be identified with M,,,(A), . The 
corresponding dual spaces (A, @ M,,)s and (A, @ M,,,)d may in 
turn be identified with Mrl,(A) and M,(A), respectively. 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose that A C B(N) is a unital C*-algebra. 
Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) A is almost injective (Jinitely almost injective). 
(2) A satisfies the u-weak APFP. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that given in Theorem 5.2. We 
introduce two auxiliary conditions. Let NC Mm be an arbitrary 
matrix system. In condition (2’), we are taking the closure with 
respect to the o(A* @ N, (A, @ N)“) topology. 
(1’) The restriction map 
contains (A, @ N)*+ in its image. 
(2’) (A, 0 Mm) +n(A* @N)2Cl(A.+ ON)+. 
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(1) o (1’). From Lemma 4.6, the maps 
93: (A, 0 N)” -+L(N, A), 
‘ill: (A, cg Mm)~ - L(Mm ,A) 
are order isomorphisms. Thus f E (A, @ N)s+ has an extension 
to an element of (A, @ M,)A+ if and only if s(f): N -+ A has a 
completely positive extension to a map &I?,, -+ A. 
(2) o (2’) is exactly the same as the proof in Theorem 5.2. 
(1’) =+ (2’). Since Cl(A.+ @ N)+ is just the second dual 
cone of (A, @ N)+ with respect to (A, @ N)6, it suffices to prove 
that if u lies in the intersection on the left then zc *f 3 0 for each 
fe (A, @ N)S+. From (l’), f is the restriction of an element 
g E (A, @ MP,Jd+. Thus, since u E (A, @ JZrJ+, u . f - u . g > 0. 
(2’) * (1’). Given (2’), we must prove that each f E 
(A, @ N)*+ has an extension g E (A, @ IV,~)O+. To do this we use 
Choquet’s extension theorem in the same manner as in the proof 
of Theorem 5.2 and conclude that f has a (not necessarily continuous) 
extension to a positive linear functional g on (A, @ M& N 
~m(~> *h - ~v,W ih is an ordered real Banach space with a closed 
positive cone, and any positive linear functional on such a space 
must be in the dual Banach space. Thus 
i.e., g is the desired extension. 1 
Let no be the universal representation of a unital C*-algebra A 
and let K be the Hilbert space for r,, . Then we may identify A** -- 
with v,,(A). A is said to have the weak expectation property (see [25, 
Definition 2.8; 13, Theorem 6.31) if there exists a completely positive -- 
map #: B(K) -+ T,(A) such that #(n,(a)) = no(a) for all a E A. 
We may use Theorem 6.2 to characterize this class of C*-algebras 
as follows. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Supp ose that A is a unital C*-algebra. Then 
the following are equivalent. 
(1) A has the weak expectation property. 
(2) A is almost injective in the universal representation. 
(3) A has the norm APFP. 
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Proof. (1) => (2). Given operator systems N C M, each com- 
pletely positive map 9): N -+ ~~(~4) C B(K) has a completely positive 
extension 9;r: M -+ B(K) (since B(K) is injective). From (l), there -- 
exists a completely positive map #: B(K) + r,,(A) such that $ IflO( 
ra(A) + r,(A) is the identity map. Thus 16 2 yr: %Z -+ W&A) is a 
completely positive extension of 97 and (2) is established. 
(2) + (1). From (2) the identity map on m,(A) will have 
a completely positive extension from B(K) to 77a(A). 
(2) + (3) is a consequence of Theorem 6.2 and the fact that 
the norm continuous linear functions coincide with the n-weakly 
continuous linear functions on 77”(A). m 
Given a unital C*-algebra A C B(H), the follovving theorem 
shovvs that the o-weak AIFP implies the a-weak XPFP. Indeed, 
we have: 
,-Z has the o-weak AIFP * 4 has the AIFP (Theorem 6.4) 
* A has the APFP (Theorem 5.4) 
=+ iz has the a-weak APFP. 
(The last implication is a simple consequence of the definitions.) 
THEOREM 6.4. Suppose that A C B(H) is a unital C*-algebra; 
then the following are equicafent, 
( 1) .4 is injectiee. 
(2) ,J- satisfies the AIFP. 
(3) A satisfies the a-weak AIFP. 
Proof. (1) -5 (2) is proved in Theorem 5.4. 
(4 * (3). SUPP ose that A satisfies the AIFP. Given a matrix 
quotient MJK and a completely positive map q: M,,,/K +- A C 2, 
the diagrams of completely positive maps 
approximately commute. Fixing such a diagram, we have that 
u = [t,&)] E Mm(A)+. S ince u can be approximated in the a-weak 
topology by elements r! E M,(A)+, 4 = O(U) can be approximated 
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in the point-a-weak topology by the corresponding completely 
positive maps @(CL!): fU.,, --j A, and thus we have the desired approxi- 
mate factorizations for q. 
(3) ‘2% (2). G’ iven a matrix quotient A!!,,,/K, K- - N a matrix 
system, WC have that M1,, = K + N, K n N = (0) since the form 
N . /3 == C r~ii,Oij is nondegenerate. As N is self-adjoint, it is im- 
mediate that K is self-adjoint. Letting P be the projection from M,,, 
onto h; with kernel K, we have that P((A/r,,,),) ‘,- (M1,,),, since 
(M,,J,, = N,, -;- K,! and P I,vh = .I and P iR,, : 0. Thus P is self- 
adjoint. 
We next shox that if CF: &I,,, -+ A (ker p? 2 K) is completely 
positive, then there exists a net of completely positive maps T”: 
AI,,, -+ ,4 (ker pF’ 2 K) converging to gj in the point-n-weak topology. 
J;C’e are given that 9~ ~~ y 0 P, and from I,emma 2. I, y -1 O(U), 
IA E M,,,(/T--. F rom the Kaplansky Density Theorem vve may select 
a bounded net ZP E :1!,,,(A) converging strongly to U. Then O(V) 
converges to O(U) and O(W) 3 (I - P) converges to 0 in the point- 
strong topology. We have that O(U) 3 (I -- P) = O(V), where 
is a bounded net in M,,,(A),, converging strongly to 0. It follou-s 
that each of the nets a” = (73v)‘- E M,,,(,4)A, hi -= nz x u;, E .4+, and bY 0 CL”’ z :I-* 1 0 *hY t Mm(A)’ 
is bounded and converges strongly to 0 (for the first, see [22, 
Lemma 21). It follows that xy = uV - vV + wy is bounded and con- 
verges strongly, hence o-weakly, to U. We have that 
my u 3 u” - ?y” + (21”)’ ;: U” ;;z 0, 
hence O(zU) is completely positive. On the other hand, we claim 
that ker O(F) 2 K. We have 
and ker O(wy) > K because 1 EN = Kl and :Y = [mij] E K imply 
that C xii == 0, hence 
Letting 9’” = @(zv), we are done. 
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Now we assume that A has the u-weak AIFP and that we are 
given a completely positive map vO: MJK + A. Let q = 9O 0 rr 
where 7~ is the quotient map. From the above v can be approximated 
in the point-u-weak topology by q~: M,, --f A (ker v” 1 K). Hence 
qv can be factorized as q~ = q~,,” 0 m with completely positive maps 
you: M,JK -+ A. By assumption, there are diagrams of completely 
positive maps 
7 Mnbsu’ y, 
KG *A %y 
such that +(+u) 0 T(V,U) converges to you in the point-o-weak topology. 
Therefore the double net #(“TV) 0 ++) converges to y,, and we conclude 
that A also has the AIFP. m 
We say that a unital C*-algebra A is $nitely norm projective if 
given a completely positive map F: A + M,/K (where KL C MTn is a 
matrix system), there exists a completely positive map 4: A + M,,, 
such that the diagram 
(6.2) 
commutes. Using the universal representation, Theorem 6.4 gives 
a characterization of another class of C*-algebras studied in the 
literature (see [42, Sect. 8; 13, Sect. 61). 
COROLLARY 6.5. Suppose that A is a unital C*-algebra. Then 
the following are equivalent. 
(I) A is finitely norm projective. 
(2) A** is injective. 
-- 
(3) If r~ is a representation of A, then rr(A) is injective. 
(4) A satisfies the norm AIFP. 
Proof. ( 1) u (2). Suppose that ‘p: A + M,,,/K is completely 
positive. Then 9 **: A** + Mm/K is a-weakly continuous and 
completely positive. If A** is injective, then from Theorem 5.1, 
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it is finitely projective, hence we have a commutative diagram of 
g-weakly continuous completely positive maps 
MWI 
4 
/I 
v-quotient map (6.3) 
A”* y MmIK 
Letting $ = #i jA , the diagram (6.2) commutes; hence A is finitely 
norm projective. Conversely, suppose that pr: A** -j Mm/K is 
a-weakly continuous and completely positive. Then letting q~ = ?I IA 
we have from (1) that there exists a commutative diagram (6.2). 
Letting *i = ***, we obtain the commutative diagram (6.3), where 
** = qi , hence A* * is finitely projective. From Theorem 5.1, 
;** . is injective. 
(2) o (3) is proved in [13, Theorem 6.21. 
(2) e (4). Let zO be the universal representation of A and 
identify A** with G(a. From Theorem 6.4, A** is injective if 
and only if T,(A) has the o-weak AIFP; and from above, the latter 
is equivalent to the norm AIFP. 1 
C. Lance has informed us that S. Wassermann [4.5] has proved that 
B(H)** is not injective if H is of infinite dimension (we are indebted 
to J. Anderson, who, upon hearing of the result, showed us a proof). 
Since B(H) is injective, and thus satisfies (2) of Corollary 6.3, we 
have that B(H) satisfies the norm APFP, but not the norm AIFP, 
Alternatively, if we let A = r,,(B(H)) where rO is the universal 
representation of B(H), then B(H)** can be identified with -4. 
Thus A is almost injective (indeed, injective) but 2 is not injective. 
From Theorems 6.2 and 6.4, we have that A satisfies the a-weak 
APFP but not the o-weak AIFP. This is somewhat surprising in 
view of the equivalence of (3) and (4) in Theorem 5.4. 
7. ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
7. I. Injective Matrix Systems 
We know from Theorem 3.1 that every injective matrix system 
is completely order isomorphic to a finite-dimensional C*-algebra. 
We next show that such an isomorphism has a particular simple 
structure. 
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THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that A is a jkite-dimensional C*-algebra 
and ‘p: A --) N C n/r,,, is a linear surjectke map with ‘p( 1) : 1. Then 
cp is a complete order isomovphism if and only if there exist a faithful 
representation 7~ of A on c” (n < m) and a completely positive map 
r: A - M,,,- ,{ with $1) .:-- 1, such that y is unitarily equivalent to 
the map a E z4 I- + v(a) @ T(a) E M,,, . 
Proof. ‘I’he “if” part is obvious. Conversely, suppose that (J,: A¶ ---f 
N L M,,! is a complete order isomorphism. Since A may be regarded 
as a finite direct sum @ M,,& , A is evidently injective; hence the 
completely positive map yP . l. AT -+ A has a completely positive 
extension Z/J: M,,, -+- A. Letting e be the support-projection-of $ (i.c., 
1 ~- e is the maximum projection f E AI,,, satisfying 4(f) = 0), 
we have that 
(eM,,e)+ n ker $ = (0; (7.1) 
(since (eM,,,e)+ is the cone generated by the projections f’ < e), and 
for all /I E M,, . The latter follows from the Schwarz inequality 
(see the proof of Theorem 3.1) 
We define rrr: A - eM,,,e by 
77(u) = ev(a)e. 
Then rr is a complete order isomorphism onto eNe since 
$(77(u)) -7 J,(ep(a)e) =:z +(~(a)) = a. 
Furthermore, the Schwarz inequality implies that 
a*a = $(77(a*a)) ,3= #(vT(u*) 77(a)) > ($7f(a*))(+(u)) : _ a*a. 
By virtue of (7.1) we conclude that n(a*a) = z-(a*) z-(a); therefore 
m is an algebraic *-isomorphism. On the other hand, 
~(a*n) == eq(n*a)e 2: q(u*) qz(a)e ‘I et&n*) ecp(u)e -= TT(~“) -rr(n) 7~(u”u); 
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hence ev(a*)(l - e) q(a)e = 0 and (1 - e) F(a)e z 0. Similarly we 
have eq(a)(l - e) = 0, thus 
~(a) --= ecp(a)e + (1 - e) ~(a)(1 - e) = +a) -I- (1 - e) ~(a)(1 - e). 
Letting ~(a) = (1 - e) ~(a)(1 ~ e), we get the desired result b! 
identifying eM,,e with M,, (where n -=- the rank of e), and 
(I - e) :?lJJ I - e) with zM1,z-lL . l 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let N C 1%~‘,,~ be an injectice matrix sJ>stem. 
Then there exist a se@-adjoint a2gebya A C &I,, (n < m) and a completely 
positive map T: A + M,,,-, with T( 1) -=: 1, such that :V is unitaril~~ 
equivalent to (a @ ~(a): a E A) C IV,,, . 
Proof. From Theorem 3.1, there exist an abstract C*-algebra A 
and a complete order isomorphism rp: A + N L :M,,, with ~(1) ~~ 1. 
The desired result follows from Theorem 7.1 after identifying -4 
with T(A). 1 
,%s revealed in Corollary 7.2, each injective matrix system in l;2fz 
is in fact a matrix subalgebra (either n/r, , Cl, or unitarily equivalent 
to C @C). Hence the simplest example of a noninjective matrix 
system is 
It is not hard to check that, up to unitary equivalence, AT2 is the 
only noninjective matrix system in Mz . 
There is a much greater variety of matrix systems in MS . We 
will only remark that each state p on Mz gives rise to an injective 
matrix system 
which is not a subalgebra (which is, nevertheless, completely order 
isomorphic to Ma). 
7.2. Matrix Quotients zepsus Matrix Systems 
We let .,I’ and 9 be the classes of all matrix systems N (7 M,,, 
and matrix quotients Q = AZ,,,/Nl, respectively. Both may be 
regarded as subclasses of the finite-dimensional operator systems 
(see the discussion preceding Lemma 4.10). Restating a portion of 
Theorem 5.4, we have that a von Neumann algebra R is injective 
if and only if completely positive maps cp: Q ---f R, Q E 9 (resp., 
a-weakly continuous completely positive maps q: R --f N, N E I ^ ) 
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have approximate matrix factorizations. On the other hand, it is 
immediate from finite injectivity (resp., finite projectivity) that the 
maps y: N + R, N EJV” (resp., a-weakly continuous maps q~: R --+ Q, 
Q E 2) have such factorizations. Thus two questions naturally 
arise: (1) can one replace&” and 2 by the class of all finite-dimensional 
operator systems, and (2) does ~4” coincide with Z? ? We do not 
have the answer to (1). Concerning (2) let Na C Ms be the non- 
injective matrix system described in Section 7.1, and let Qs = 
M,jNzL g Nzd. 
THEOREM 7.3. Q2 is not completely order isomorphic to a matrix 
system. 
Proof. Letting V: nil, + Qs be the quotient map, we have that 
e = n(l) is an order unit for Q2 . From Section 4, we may identify 
Q2 with an operator system with e as the identity operator. 
In any operator system R we may define the closed numerical range 
of an element r E R to be the set of complex numbers 
Ax(r) = {p(r): p E (R*)+, p(l) = I). 
Since it only depends on the intrinsic order structure and the order 
unit, NR(r) is well defined for Y E Q2 once we have chosen the order 
unit. As we remarked in Section 4, the operator norm on Q, is also 
uniquely determined. 
We claim that /I ‘rr(~& = 4~ and NR(r(+)) is the entire half- 
disk Dliz = {c: [ 5 j < I}. Th is will prove that Qa is not completely 
order isomorphic to a matrix system N _C M, . To see that this 
is the case, note that by using the argument of Lemma 2.2 we may 
assume that the isomorphism sends e onto 1. Thus it suffices to 
show that N does not contain an element 01 with /j LY 11 = 4 and 
NR(ol) = Dliz . Note that since each p E (Nd)+ with p( 1) = 1 extends 
to a state on MnL (see the proof of Lemma 4.10), NR(a) coincides 
with the usual numerical range of the matrix (see [4]). But in general, 
any complex number in 
is an eigenvalue for (Y (this is a simple consequence of the Cauchy- 
Schwarz equality [16, p. 3191). Since 01 has at most finitely many 
eigenvalues, our assertion follows. 
We have that 
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hence 
thus 
Tr(ElJ = 77(E22) = &T(l) = Be. 
Letting b = n(c12), we have that 
he b [ 1 b* Se = T,([%jl) 2 0, 
hence /I b jl < *. To show that NR(b) = Dl,s suppose that 5 E Dliz. 
It suffices to show that the map p, E Qzd defined by 
p,(se + tb + ub*) = s + t[ + u[ 
is positive. Any element d E Q,+ is of the form m(y) where 
i.e., yll , y22 E R+, 2nd I y12 I < hl~22Y < ihl + ~~~1; we have 
d = 4~) = t(rll + Yz2)e + y12b + j&b*. 
p, is positive since 
A(4 = HYll +Y22) + Yl25 + 7125 
= h, + ~22) + 2Reh2S) 
a HYll +Y22) - IYl2l 2 0. I 
7.3. The Exact Injective Factorization Property 
In Theorems 5.4, 6.4, and 6.5, we have characterized various 
classes of operator algebras by means of the approximate injective 
factorization properties. It is natural to ask which unital (F-algebras 
possess the exact injective factorization property. In Theorem 7.4, 
we will show that such a C*-algebra must be finite-dimensional. 
We will make use of the following result: every infinite-dimensional 
unital C*-algebra A contains a unitary operator with infinite spectrum. 
This follows from the argument of [17] that each maximal abelian 
self-adjoint subalgebra B of A must be infinite-dimensional. Hence 
we deduce that B ‘v C(X) w h ere X is a compact Hausdorff space 
of infinite cardinality, and a standard argument will provide the 
desired unitary in B C A. 
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THEOREM 7.4. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. 
exact injecti@e factorization property if and only 
dimension. 
Then A has the 
if ,4 is of jinite 
Proof. If A is of finite dimension, then A may be regarded as a 
finite direct sum @ Lq4,,k C ,M,l . Let #: I’M, + @ Mm, be a com- 
pletely positive extension of the identity map on @ n~s1z . Given 
a matrix quotient M,,{/K and a completely positive map F: M,JK + 
@ M,,,( , the diagram 
MT, 
7 \ 
MmIK ---- - sj M%, C Mn 
commutes. Thus A has the exact injective factorization property. 
Conversely, suppose that A is infinite-dimensional and satisfies 
the exact injective factorization property. Letting u E A be a fixed 
unitary operator with infinite spectrum, we define a completely 
positive map y: M, - A by 
Since v([k -3) = 0, th’ is induces a completely positive map yO: 
Qs + A with p) mm= 90 o V, where R-: 44, + Qs is the quotient map. 
By assumption, there exists a commutative diagram of completely 
positive maps 
MT, 
7-L 
M2&,!22 + A. % 
We have from Lemma 2.2 a map TV: Qz + Mn such that T”(z( 1)) = 1 
and 7 = /31&0(.)~1~2 where ,8 == ~(1). Letting z+$, = $~(/3”~ * /31’2), 
we have &,(l) = 1 and $0~,, = q,, . Thus we may initially assume 
that # and T preserve the order units. 
Since [r(eij)] > 0 and n(~,,) x x(E~~), we have 
where a: = T o z(+) E MT1. , hence 11 01 /I < i . If 5” is in the spectrum 
of 4% = #(a), ‘t 1 is in the closed numerical range of $A; i.c., there 
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is a state p on iz with P&L) == 5, ; hence p 0 + will also be a state 
on M,, and &-, E XR(ol). Since the spectrum of $U is infinite, this 
is also the case for NR(cx) n {c: / c j ; &}. But we have already seen 
that the latter is impossible in the proof of Theorem 7.3. 1 
Note added in proof. A. Connes [43] has succeeded in proving that if Ii is a factor 
on a separable IIilbert space, then injectivity, semi-discreteness, and hyperfiniteness 
are equivalent (the proof uses Theorem 3.4 above and [13]). From this result and 
Corollary 6.5, we have been able to show that for any C*-algebra -4, A”* is injective 
if and only if -4 is nuclear [34]. 
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